Thank you and to let you know what a big hit you were with our sales group.
I haven't seen them that enthusiastic in a long time!
Patti Ensor, Sales Manager, Canadian Standards Association

How The Top 5% Think!
‘The 7 Principles of Great Leaders™’
Who or even what would be considered to be the Top 5%? Is it a financial, a physical, or
spiritual goal?
Would financially free make you a member of the Top 5%? Would an Olympic athlete be
considered part of the Top 5%? Does a Buddhist Monk who has attained enlightenment
qualify for the Top 5%?
Top 5% in any aspect of life, whether it be business, personal, or spiritual, each has a
similar manner of thought. Each has a consistent way of thinking. We will examine
what principles all of the above have in common.
Focusing on seven pragmatic principles that everyone will encounter within the course of
their lives, will help us understand and in turn duplicate how The Top 5% respond to
them on a daily basis in their own lives in order to create success.
“How The Top 5% Think!" will equip you with the means to excel, both in your industry
and your life. Covering seven transforming steps for leading your life, this presentation
will motivate and guide you to immediate action and new frontiers in leadership.
"How the Top 5% Think!" will bring you back to the heart of your business, infusing a
greater purpose as you strive to achieve your place in the marketplace.
In a world of constant change, these principles have stood unwavering throughout time
by great leaders. By applying these principles to your life, you will effectively lead others
through example.

Fred!!! Having had the pleasure and privilege of attending the Workshop,
I just wanted to congratulate and thank-you for an exceptional job and outstanding
opportunity that you have helped to create.
Thank – you!!! for your generous assistance…which offered our Companies, Colleagues and
Guests great value and opportunity.
Tim Douglas, Director – Business to Business Bank of Montreal
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